
FAST AI Movies – Schulungsvideos im 21. Jahrhundert 

 

FAST AI Movies UG (haftungsbeschränkt), Zwieselstraße 3a, 83278 Traunstein • Phone: +49 163 8675917, Handelsregister B des 
Amtsgerichts Traunstein, HRB 31004. Geschäftsführer: Florian Scherl 

IDP DevOps / Full Stack Development 
FAST AI Movies is seeking proactive TUM students eager to implement an IDP in the field of DevOps, 

Deployment, and Full Stack Development. Help us enhance and deploy our AI-powered video creation 

software using Python, Docker, AWS, and various other technologies. 

 Backend Design |  AI startup |   Improve and develop our video pipeline|   Work with 

Python, Docker, AWS and more 

 

 

 

 Your Role: 

• Deploy and maintain our AI applications 
in a cloud environment (AWS) 

• Use Docker for the delivery of our 
applications 

• Work extensively with Python and various 
databases for backend services 

• Manage and optimize the networking 
and interfaces of our AWS setup 

• Have the freedom to incorporate your 
understanding and skills in Full Stack 
Development, DevOps practices, and 
other relevant technologies 

 Skills & Expertise: 

• Proficiency in Python programming 
• Knowledge of Docker and experience with 

AWS cloud services 
• Understanding of databases and 

networking 
• Experience with DevOps practices and 

principles 
• Basic GIT knowledge – ability to code 

collaboratively 

No other skill requirements exist, apart from an 
enthusiasm for working in a startup environment! 
😉  

The only disclaimer: For an IDP you need to be 
enrolled at TUM 

 Your IDP: 

• Start date: September - October  
• Regular 1:1 with FAST AI Movies DevOps Lead as well as the Founder/CEO 
• If you bring along fellow students, they're welcome, too! 
• We manage our own deployments, so you will be involved in significant, hands-on work 
• We are based at the TUM Incubator in Garching. While remote work is possible, we value 

regular physical meet-ups for idea exchanges. 

 About FAST AI Movies 

FAST AI Movies is a highly innovative AI start-up that generates training videos for medium-
sized companies automatically with the help of AI. 
 
The customer only provides FAST AI Movies with a short input script and everything else is 
generated by the AI Software. 
 
We empower our team to own their projects end to end and actively contribute throughout the 
product life cycle. To accelerate your growth path, you will work in a highly innovative tech start-
up directly with the development team. 
 

 Apply:  

Come on board and bring your spirit to our motivated team. Feel free to send us an email with 
your CV as well as your GitHub Account and preferred start date to jobs@fast-ai-movies.com! 

Looking forward to having you onboard! www.fast-ai-movies.de - LinkedIn 
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